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In an experiment carried out at the CERN Proton Synchrotron and using the CERN polarized
deuteron target, the reaction a+n, ~a+a p has been measured in the region —t=0.1—1.0
(GeV/c) and m(m+~ )=0.36—1.04 GeV at incident momenta of 5.98 and 11.85 GeV/c. We
present the m and t dependence of the measured 14 linearly independent spin-density-matrix ele-
ments and of the bounds on the moduli squared of the S- and P-wave recoil transversity amplitudes.
The results show the presence of "3&" exchange in the unnatural nucleon-helicity-nonflip ampli-
tudes. The natural "A2"-exchange amplitudes dominate at large t. In the range 0.2( —t (0.4
(GeV/c) the mass dependence shows that the unnatural exchange amplitudes with transversity
"down" are generally larger than those with transversity "up." The opposite is true for the natural
exchange. In this range of t and at the p mass, the P-wave unnatural amplitudes with both
transversities contribute in equal amounts while the production by natural exchange proceeds entire-

ly with transversity up. We observe rapid changes of the moduli within the p mass range and varia-
tions of the width and the position of the p peak in spin-averaged partial-wave cross sections.
These structures have not been seen in previous polarization experiments and reveal spin dependence
of p production. Our bounds cannot exclude an S-wave resonance in the range 700—800 MeV. The
results emphasize the need for a better experimental and theoretical understanding of the mass
dependence of the production mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

In an experiment designed to measure the K+n
charge-exchange reaction on polarized neutrons, ' we
have studied simultaneously the production of pion pairs
by positive pions incident on neutrons polarized trans-
versely to the beam direction. In addition to the five nor-
malized spin-density-matrix elements for production on
unpolarized nucleons, -this measurement yields six more
matrix elements depending on the target polarization
component normal to the production plane and three ele-
ments depending on the transverse component in the pro-
duction plane. Average values of the 14 normalized spin-
density-matrix elements are measured in small regions of
four-momentum transfer squared —t and dipion invariant
mass I, covering the region 0. 1 & t & 1.0 (GeV/c—) and
0.36(I( 1.04 GeV at laboratory incident momenta 5.98
and 11.85 GeV/c.

Previous measurements of ~+n ~~+~ p were per-
formed on unpolarized targets. ' The CERN-Munich-
Cracow measurement of m. p &~m+m n on polarized
proton target at 17.2 GeV/c covered a kinematic region in
m and t different from our experiment, as shown in Fig.
1. The main objective of the CERN-Munich-Cracow ex-
periment was to provide data at low

~

t
~

& 0. 15 (GeV/c )

where pion exchange dominates, and thus aid in the study
of m.~ scattering. Our experiment covers a broader range
of mass at larger values of

~

t
~

&0. 1 (GeV/c) . It pro-
vides new information about the mass dependence of
natural and unnatural exchange amplitudes. Theoretical

understanding of the mass dependence of exchange ampli-
tudes in production processes is still lacking, and only a
few studies have been attempted. At fixed dipion mass, a
Regge model which includes A~-exchange amplitudes'
gives a good description of ~ p~p n polarized data at
17.2 GeV/c (Ref. 6).
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FIG. 1. Region of four-momentum transfer squared and di-
pion invariant mass for the present experiment. The kinematic
region of the published results of the CERN-Munich-Cracow
experiment (Ref. 6) is shown for comparison. Unlike the
present experiment, the CERN-Munich-Cracow apparatus did
not detect the nucleon in the final state. Its acceptance therefore
extends to low values of t.
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For dipion masses m & =1.0 GeV only two S-wave and
six P-wave complex amplitudes dominate. The most con-
venient choice of amplitudes" are the recoil transversity
amplitudes (RTA). Six linear expressions relate the eight
moduli squared of the S- and P-wave RTA to six mea-
sured quantities. We use these relations in the present pa-
per to construct bounds on the moduli of the RTA. How-
ever, the 14 observables measured in experiments with
transversely polarized target are sufficient to determine
the S- and P-wave RTA except for the overall phase and
for the relative phase between the two groups of four am-
plitudes each with recoil transversities "up" and "down, "
respectively. Two solutions for moduli of amplitudes ex-
ist in this amplitude analysis. The ambiguity can be re-
moved and the missing relative phase determined only in
experiments measuring also recoil-nucleon polarization.

Preliminary results of our experiment and the associat-
ed amplitude analysis were published earlier. ' In the
present paper we outline the kinematics (Sec. II), the ex-
periment (Sec. III), the data analysis (Sec. IV), and discuss
the experimental results (Sec. V). An amplitude analysis
of w+n &~w+w p will be published separately. ' Tables
with complete numerical results for the spin-density-
matrix elements and the corresponding solutions for am-
plitudes as well as the tests of parity conservation and D-
wave contributions are available on request. '

II. KINEMATICS, OBSERVABLES, AMPLITUDES

The kinematical variables describing the dipion produc-
tion on a transversely polarized nucleon target at rest are
(s, t, m, 0,$,$). Here s is the center-of-mass-system energy
squared, t is the four-momentum transfer squared, and m
is the (m'+~ ) invariant mass. The angles 0 and
describe the direction of the sr+ meson in the (~+~ ) rest
frame. Our analysis is carried out in both the s-channel

W(0, $,$)= W, (0,$)+PTcosg Wb(0, $)
+PTsinp W, (0,$)+PL, Wd(0, $), (2.2)

where PT (PL ) is the transverse (longitudinal) target-
polarization component with respect to the incident
momentum (Fig. 2). Parity conservation requires that W,
and Wb (W', and Wd) are symmetric (antisymmetric) in

The present experiment does not measure Wd since
PL —0.

Our search for D-wave contribution confirmed that
only dipion states ~+~ with the total angular momen-
tum J =0 (S-wave) and J=1 (P wave) contribute to the
angular distributions 8'„8'&, and O' . The normalized
distribution can then be written' '" in terms of the sr+a
spin-density-matrix elements as

and the t-channel helicity frames of reference for the di-
pion system. The helicities of the initial and final nu-
cleons are always defined in the s-channel helicity
frame. ' '" The angle g gives the orientation of the pro-
duction plane with respect to the transverse polarization,
as shown in Fig. 2. The effect of Fermi motion of the tar-
get neutron in the laboratory system introduces a small
correction to the effective neutron polarization. This
point is discussed in Sec. III C.

At fixed values of s, t, and m the angular distribution I
(0,$,$) for (n+m. )p.roduction on polarized nucleons at
rest can be expressed in terms of the normalized distribu-
tion W(0, $,$)

I(0,$,P) = W(0, $,$)d ol(dt .dm ), (2.1)

where

d ol(dtdm. )= JI(0,$,$)dQdt/i

is the ~+a production cross section. The distribution
W(0, $,$) can be written' ' as a sum of four terms

earn

Dimeson rest frame

FICx. 2. Definition of the coordinate systems used to describe the target polarization I' and the decay of the dipion system.
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4n 8'(8,$,%) ~, , =[(p„+pop+2p~&)+(pop —p»)(3cos 8—1)—p»3 sin Ocos2$

Rep, p3M2 sin28 cosP+ Repp, 2v'3 cosO —Rep„2' sinO cosP]

+PTcosq'[(p,", +pop+ 2p»)+ (pop —p»)(3 cos 8—1)—p»3 sin 8 cos2$

—Repjp3~2 sin28 cosP+ Repo, 2V 3 cosO —Rep&, 2v 6 sinO cosP]

+ PTsinqI[Imp~ &3 sin 8 sin2$+ Imp&p3V 2 sin28 sing+ Imp&, 2V 6 sinO sing] . (2.3)

The helicity k of the m+m system is A, =s and
X= —1,0, 1 for S wave and P wave, respectively. There
are two relations" among the matrix elements in (2.3):

1
(Sp+iS) ),

2

1
(Lp+iL)),

2

1S= (So —iS) ),
2

1L = (Lp iL, )—,
2

p»+ poo+2p» =1 (2.4a)

kg +pop +2p1 1 (2.4b)

15

4mWO, Q, Q) = 1+g a;c;(P)Y, (O, P),
l =2

(2.5)

where A is the polarized-target asymmetry [see Eq. (4.5)].
For reasons of brevity we shall write the expression

(2.3) in a simplified form

1U= (Uo+i U, ),
2

1N = (Np iNI ),—
2

U= (Up i U—, ),
2

1N = (np+iN, ).
2

III. THE EXPERIMENT

The amplitudes S,L, U, N (S,L, U, N) describe the produc-
tion of final states with recoil-nucleon spin parallel (anti-
parallel) to the normal to the production plane, corre-
sponding to recoil transversity "up" ("down").

where A, is the helicity of the dimeson system. The S- and
P wave amplitude-s H~~ o~ can be expressed in terms of

p' n

nucleon helicity amplitudes with definite naturality:

o o
Ho+, o+ =So ~ Ho+, o—=S

1

Ho+, o+ =Lo Ho+, o—=L (2.7)

where the coefficients c; = 1 for i =2, . . . , 6, c;=PTcosg
for i =7, . . . , 12, and c;=PTsinf for i =13,14, 15. The
parameters a;, i =2, . . . , 15, are the combinations of nor-
malized spin-density-matrix elements in Eq. (2.3) that are
to be determined by the experiment.

The reaction ~+n ~m+m p is described by production
amplitudes H~ p~ (s, t, m, 8,$) where Az and A,„are helici-

ties of the proton and neutron, respectively. The produc-
tion amplitudes can be expanded into partial-wave ampli-
tudes:

oo +J
Ht„pq = g g (2J+1)' Hqq oq (s, t, m) dq o( 8) e'

J=0 A, =—J
(2.6)

A. Experimental setup and data acquisition

The experiment was carried out at the CERN Proton
Synchrotron. The CERN Polarized Target Group had
achieved more than 40% deuteron polarization in deu-
terated propanediol, thus providing the possibility to
study reactions on quasifree polarized neutrons. The ap-
paratus was designed primarily for K+n &~K p but the
trigger logic had been implemented also for
m+nt~vr+m p and for several other reactions. The
w+m pair was detected in the forward spectrometer, and
the proton in one of the'recoil arms (Fig. 3). A detailed
description of beam, target, detectors, trigger logic, and
electronics is given in Ref. 1.

The data acquisition used a PDP 11-45 with 28K
memory and standard CAMAC interface. The software
based on the RT 11 monitor and the acquisition hardware
had been developed and matched for high data acquisition
rate. The overall dead time for acquiring the about 200
photomultipliers, 12 ADC's (analog-to-digital converters)
and 15 000 MWPC (multiwire proportional chamber)
wires was 1.3 msec. The sum of the different triggers was
about 15 events per burst, with 6 to 8% dead-time losses.

1
H+i, +o+ = (No+Up), H+~+ p

—— (N~+U&) .v'2

The amplitudes S„,LpgyUpgy n=0, 1, are dominated, at
large s, by unnatural exchanges: "3&" exchange for n =0
and "m" exchange for n =1. The amplitudes X„,n =0, 1,
are dominated by natural "A2" exchange. Here
n =

~

A,„—A~ ~

is the nucleon helicity flip.
The observables obtained in experiments on transversely

polarized targets are most simply related to recoil nucleon
transversity amplitudes (RTA) which are defined' "as

B. Event reconstruction and selection

Forward-emitted pairs of particles of opposite signs
were reconstructed from the coordinates in the 12 wire
planes of the spectrometer using the principal-components
method. ' The proton trajectory in the recoil spectrometer
was reconstructed. The direction of the incident particle
was given by the beam hodoscopes. From the X of the
overall fit with the hypothesis m.+n~~ p it was decided
if the event corresponded to the expected reaction. The
one constraint fit yielded the four-momentum transfer
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FIG. 3. The layout of the experiment at 5.98 GeV/c. H . . . H t
'

h~5 are trjggenng hodoscopes; C~, . . . , C~5 are multiwire ro or-
tional chambers; M& and M& are the target and spectrometer magnet, respectively.

mu iwire propor-

squared t, the normal to the reaction plane, the invariant
dipion mass m and the direction of the ~+ in the dipion
rest frame. The target-neutron Fermi momentum p waspF was
reconstructed from momentum conservation and the tar-
get particle effective mass was calculated requiring that
the total energy of the neutron of momentum pF plus the
energy of the unobservable spectator proton of momen-
tum —pF equals the free deuteron mass. ' The experi-
mental resolution in t and m was approximately
b, t =0.015 (GeV/c) and b.m =0.010 GeV, respectively.
The absolute calibration in I was better than 1%. Event
reconstruction, tests of stability for detection and recon-
struction efficiencies and consistency checks of different
normalization procedures for runs with alternate signs of
target polarization have been described in Ref. 1. Special
runs with a liquid deuterium target have yielded good
agreement between the experimental and the theoretical
Fermi momentum distributions, showing that the experi-
ment selects a clean sample of interactions on quasifree
neutrons. Reconstruction of events from a liquid hydro-
gen target without assuming the proton to be at rest has
provided a direct measure of the experimental resolution

pF =0.030 CxeV/c.
The event reconstruction and selection resulted in

60000 events at 5.98 GeV/c incident momentum and
39000 events at 11.85 GeV/c in the kinematic region of
the analysis (Fig. 1). The raw dipion mass distribution
shows that ~ n —+m. ~ p proceeds predominantly via+ +

+ 0n~p p. Although this does not exclude some contri-
bution from other channels leading to the same final state.
The Dalitz plots m(m+m ) versus m(7r p) or m(vr+p)
reveal negligible b, (1236) and 6++(1236) signals
representing about 2% and less than 0.5% of the events,
respectively.

C. Effective neutron-target polarization

The effective neutron-target polarization is obtained
from the deuteron polarization by taking into account (1)

t e Fermi motion of neutrons and the D-state componenth
of the deuteron wave function, and (2) the probability that
the event belongs to unpolarized background.

(1) For quasifree target neutrons each element of the
Fermi momentum phase space corresponds to a rnonoki-
netic polarized "beam" of momentum p and proper o-
larization P„(p~). In our analysis we worked with neu-
tron polarization averaged over Fermi momentum. This
average (P„) depends on the details of the deuteron wave
function. If the deuteron were a pure S state then
(P„)=Pd. For a pure D-state system (P„)= ——,Pd.
We used the Reid potential' assuming a total D/(5+D)
ratio of 6 44%. We have calculated (P„) for
0( pF &0.250 GeV/c (see below), and averaged over
all directions of pF. This calculation yields' (P„)
=0.963 I'd.

In the neutron rest frame of the event n the average
neutron polarization (P„) makes a small angle 6(e) with
the plane perpendicular to the beam direction. The trans-
verse polarization is thus reduced by a factor cos6(a).
The longitudinal polarization Pl ——(p„)sin5(n ) was
found to be too small to be useful for determination of
longitudinal spin density matrix elements. We calculated
the angles 5(a) in the nonrelativistic approximation and
neglected the signer rotation between laboratory and tar-
get rest frames.

(2) Unpolarized neutrons in the carbon and oxygen nu-
clei of the target material have larger average Fermi
momentum than polarized neutrons in deuterons. The
two distributions were measured by reconstructing events
from special runs with liquid-deuterium and carbon tar-
gets. This showed that a cut at pF (0.250 GeV/c rejected
more than one half of the background events with only a
small loss in deuteron events. For the selected event o: the
probability f(pz(a) ) to belong to the background was cal-
culated from the analytical expressions fitted to the distri-
butions for D2 and C, respectively.

For the effective magnitude of the transverse target po-
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larization for the event a we have then used

Pz (a) =[1 —f(pF(a))]cos5(a) &&0.963&(Pd .

The probability f(pF) is given by

«D, (pF )
f(pF)=

Dd(pF)+rD, (pF)

(3.1)

(3.2)

(a)

I I I I
I

m 0.72 —0.82 GeV

5.98 GeV/c
———— 11.85 GeV/c

The normalized Fermi-momentum distribution Dd(pF )

for deuteron is given by the Hulthen wave function
2

+p) 2 22 z(p~'+ a')'(pF'+ p')' (3.3)

whgre a=0.045 GeV/c, P=0.270 GeV/c (Ref. 17), and

~

~

~D(p~)dp~ ——1. We used the same form for the distri-
O.

bution D, (pF) for the unpolarized neutrons in carbon and
oxygen. The fitted values of the parameters in this case
are a=0. 14 GeV/c and p=0.50 GeV/c. The factor r is

0
0

CO

0.4

I

0.2 0.4 0.6

1 [(GeV/c)2]

I I

0.6 0.8

m (7l+ 7l ) (GeV)

I r

0.8

/c)

I

1.0

1.0

r =(SX,)/Xd, (3.4)

D. Acceptance of the apparatus

The acceptance in four-momentum transfer squared t
covered the region —t=0. 1—1.5 (GeV/c) at both ener-
gies. The lower limit corresponds to the minimum energy
required for the proton to be detected and measured. The
upper limit results from the aperture of the forward spec-
trometer. The acceptance was approximately the same at
both energies since the longitudinal position of the spec-
trometer elements was scaled proportionally to the. beam
momentum. The cross section and acceptance yielded
sufficient numbers of events for a polarization analysis in
the region —t =0.1—1.0 (GeV/c) with the best statistics
at —t=0.2—0.4 (GeV/c) [Fig. 4(a)]. The acceptance in
the dipion invariant mass m [Fig. 4(b)] ranged from
threshold to m =1.5 GeV with sufficient statistics up to
1.04 GeV. The angles g between the transverse target po-
larization and the normal to the reaction plane were limit-
ed by the pole pieces of the target magnet. The recoil
arms detected only events with g=(0+ 30') and
g=(m+30 ) giving optimal sensitivity for the parameters
proportional to PTcostt/ [Eq. (2.3)] and only limited sensi-
tivity for the terms proportional to PTsing. Most impor-
tant for the experiment was the acceptance as a function
of the dipion decay angles (0,$). The distortion of the
distribution in (8,$) by the geometry of the apparatus had
to be carefully studied and introduced into the analysis.
In fact, only the nonuniformity of the acceptance in
(9,$,$) has to be taken into account for the determination
of normalized spin-density-matrix elements in small re-
gions (t,m) Variation of. acceptance as a function of t
and m is relevant only for calculation of unnormalized
spin-density-matrix elements in different ( t, m) bins.

where N, and Xd are the numbers of unpolarized and po-
larized neutrons in the target, respectively. The value of
the shadow effect factor S was measured in our experi-
ment to be S=0.497. A small correction was applied to
Eq. (3.2) for pF (0.080 GeV/c to take into account the
experimental resolution of bpF ——0.030 GeV/c in the Fer-
mi momentum reconstruction.

For each ( t, m ) bin used in the analysis a high-statistics
sample of Monte Carlo events was generated uniformly in
(t,m, 0,$,$) with distributions following closely those of
the real events for the incident particle momentum and
direction, the vertex position in the target, the target Fer-
mi momentum, the energy loss, and the multiple scatter-
ing of the produced particles. The produced pions were
allowed to decay and the decay muon was tracked
through the apparatus. The Monte Carlo events were
then reconstructed and fitted like the real events, and the
acceptance coefficients (4.2) were calculated for each term
of the expression (2.3).

The estimate of the acceptance corrected cross sections
is shown in Fig. 5. The relative normalization of different
(t, m) bins was determined only approximately since it
does not enter our analysis in terms of normalized observ-
ables in each bin. However, the skewing of the p mass

I l

-t = 0.2-0.4 (GeV/c)

4
lO
I

C

3E'D

oi 2b
'U

0.4 0,6 0.8
I

1.0
m (X+ X ) (GeV)

FIG. 5. Approximate results for the mass dependence of the
unpolarized cross section d o. /(dt dm ) at S.98 and 11.85
GeV/c. Events detected in different parts of the apparatus
yield consistent results [see Sec. IV B (1)].

FIG. 4. The t dependence and the mass dependence of
geometrical acceptance integrated over the true angular distribu-
tion in 8, P, and P a.t S.98 and 11.85 GeV/c.
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peak and the difference in shape at 5.98 and 11.85 GeV/c,
respectively, are real effects and are discussed in Sec. V D.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS
L(a) =II

15

1+ ga;c;(a) Y;(H~, $ )
l =2

15

1+ga;c;(a)e;
(4.3)

The aim of the experiment is to determine the average
values of normalized spin-density-matrix elements in
small regions of four-momentum transfer squared —t and
dipion invariant mass m. All events within a sufficiently
small (t, m) bin are assumed to be produced with the same
angular distribution 8'(H, $,$) (2.3).

Since the target-polarization-independent parameters
are obtained with small statistical errors their dependence
on t and m can be studied in narrow bins whereas the
determination of matrix elements of type p" or p requires
larger bins with at least =1000 events. Convolution of
cross section and acceptance gives the highest statistics
for —t=0.2—0.4 (GeV/c) and, as function of mass, in
the p peak. This led us to analyze the same events in dif-
ferent sets of (t, m) bins: (1) The t dependence in the p
mass range m =0.720—0.820 GeV, (2) the m dependence
for —t=0.2—0.4 (GeV/c), and (3) the m and t depen-
dence in the full accessible kinematic range. In the fol-
lowing we discuss the details of the maximum-likelihood
fit used to determine the spin-density-matrix elements and
the consistency tests in our analysis.

L(a) = II(R ) (4 4)

where e =e+ or e =e, depending on the sign of the
target polarization for event a.

The experiment also yields directly the "left-right
asymmetry" for production on polarized neutrons, i.e., the
relative change of cross section to one side when reversing
the sign of target polarization. This method is insensitive
to differences in left and right acceptances. This asym-
metry is given by

l =2

This method is appropriate to our analysis which assumes
that only a limited number of terms is present in the dis-
tribution function.

The runs with opposite signs of target polarization are
normalized with respect to each other by coefficients
e+and e . The different methods used to determine e+
and e have been described elsewhere. ' These coeffi-
cients, of the order of (1.00+0.01), are introduced in the
likelihood function as weights

A. The maximum-likelihood function

+n —n

(n+ nf )P,++—(n nf )P, — (4.5)

The maximum-likelihood function L'(a) for determin-
ing the parameters a2, . . . , a» in the expression (2.5)
from events a' obeying the produced angular distribution,
i.e., undistorted by acceptance or pion decay, is given by

15

L'(a)=II 1+ga;c;(a')Y;(H, $ ) (4.1)

with

a' 1=2

1 fori=2, . . . , 6

c;(a') = .PT (cosi/) for i =7, . . . , 12

PT (sing) for i = 13, 14, 15.

Various methods to take into account the acceptance of
the apparatus are discussed in the literature. ' ' In our
data analysis we proceed as follows. From the Monte
Carlo events we calculate for each parameter
a;, i =2, 3, . . . , 15 an-acceptance coefficient e;

gc;(P) Y;(Hp, gp)

(4.2)gc i (P) Y'i (Hp, gp)
P

where gp is the sum over all "observed" Monte Carlo
events p in the particular (t, m) bin and where the coeffi-
cients c; are defined in (4.1). The denominator in (4.2) is
simply the ratio between the numbers of "observed" and
generated Monte Carlo events. To obtain the measured
parameters from the accepted real events a we introduce
the acceptance coefficients e; into the maximum-
likelihood function in a way which restores the indepen-
dence of the normalization of 8'(H, $,$) on the parame-

.18

where n+ and n are the normalized numbers of events
for positive (P,+) and negative (P, ) target polarizations
and where nf is the normalized number of events from
unpolarized neutrons determined by runs with carbon tar-
get. The parameter a7 in Eq. (3.5) is equal to the asym-
metry A. In our analysis we therefore introduce the mea-
sured value (2+6,A ) as a constraint on a7.

(a7 —A )
L (a) =exp — II(R~)

(b,A)
(4.6)

The consistency between the unconstrained results for a7
and the direct measurement of A has been verified in bins
of high statistics. A similar relation exists between a»
and the "up-down asymmetry" but was not used.

The expression (4.6) for the maximum-likelihood func-
tion was used to determine the parameters from the ob-
served events in each (t, m) bin. The CERN optimization
program FUMILI was run at the Saclay CDC 7600. The
CERN program MINUIT yields essentially the same re-
sults.

The optimization of the likelihood function L (a)
should in principle take into account the constraints on
the spin-density-matrix elements imposed by positivity
conditions, Schwartz inequalities, and nonlinear inequali-
ties of La France —Winternitz type. The hypothesis of S
and I'-wave dominance introduces additional constraints.
Imposing constraints during the optimization involves
methods of nonlinear programming. ' The presented re-
sults were obtained by standard unconstrained optimiza-
tion. Constraints based on the S- and I'-wave dominance
were tested and found to be satisfied within the quoted er-
rors in most ( t, m) bins.
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B. The consistency tests

Our analysis was subjected to the following consistency
tests.

(1) Consistency of results when analyzing separately
events with recoil to the left and to the right. The two
samples involve to a large extent different detectors. The
test therefore checks the effects of local inefficiencies or
errors. Also, any error in relative normalization of runs
with positive and negative target polarization would ap-
pear with opposite sign in the results thus leading to an
inconsistency. Furthermore, discrimination against back-
ground from events with undetected additional pions is
different for the two samples.

(2) Consistency of the results for the target-
polarization-independent parameters obtained either with
deuterated propanediol polarized target or with carbon
target. This test confirms validity of the assumption that
the interactions take place on quasifree neutrons. The test
also checks the relative normalization of runs with posi-
tive and negative target polarization.

(3) Independence of results for p,", +poo+2pjt and for
p&, on the choice of the dipion s- or t-channel helicity
frames. Strong variations of matrix elements or accep-
tance within a given ( t, m) bin could lead to different re-
sults. We observe only negligible differences in these s-
and t™channel invariants.

(4) The method used to calculate the acceptance coeffi-
cients was checked for the target polarization independent
parameters a2, . . . , a 6 by calculating their values using as
input the Monte Carlo events accepted by our model for
the apparatus and retained after standard reconstruction
and fitting procedure. The results are consistent with zero
for all five parameters, in accordance with the originally
isotropic distribution in (8,$). Additional check of our
acceptance calculation is the good agreement between our
results for the target-polarization-independent parameters
at 5.98 GeV/c and those of Wicklund et al. at 6 GeV/c
using the Argonne effective-mass spectrometer with dif-
ferent geometrical acceptance.

All of these tests were carried out using the S- and P
wave approximation for W(8, t)It, g). Two more consisten-
cy checks were performed allowing for additional terms.

(5) Six terms proportional to imaginary parts of
pt, p~ ~,p&o and p~„pt t,pro were added. The nonzero
values of the order of a few percent for some of these pa-
rameters are to be considered as due to small systematic
errors in apparatus or analysis rather than as evidence for
parity violation. The first 14 parameters remain however
practically unchanged with respect to the results of the
standard S- and P-wave analysis.

(6) Six terms of higher order in 0, proportional to linear
combinations of interference terms between dominating
P-wave amplitudes and D-wave amplitudes with dimeson
helicities 0 or 1 are added in the expansion of W (O, g, g).
These terms are

(Rex,'), (Rer', ), (Rex', ),
( PTcosg Re I'0 ), (PTcosg Re 1', ),
( PTcosg Re Fz ) .
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Significant nonzero values for these terms were found
only at 11.85 GeV/c and for m & 0.7 GeV and are shown
in Fig. 6(a) (see also Tables 4 and 20 of Ref. 14). The cor-
responding change in the value of the S- and P-wave pa-
rameters is negligibly small (within statistical errors) ex-
cept for poo —p&t at 11.85 GeV/c and m &0.7 GeV [Fig.
6(b)]. We conclude that, with this exception, the S- and
P-wave approximation introduces systematic errors which
are smaller than the quoted statistical errors.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Spin-density-matrix elements

Average values of the 14 observed spin-density-matrix
(SDM) elements were measured in small bins of (t, m), in
both r-channel and s-channel dipion helicity frames. All
results are given in Ref. 14.

In Fig. 7 we show the t-dependence of the t-channel
SDM elements at the p mass for the incident momentum
5.98 GeV/c. Results at 11.85 GeV/c have similar r
dependence but a comparison with those at 5.98 GeV/c
shows evidence for energy dependence of some of the pa-
rameters. This is also evident when we compare in Fig. 7
our data at 5.98 GeV/c with those for m pt —em+rr n at
17.2 GeV/c (Ref. 6). The mass dependence of the SDM
elements is shown in Fig. 8 for —t =0.20—0.40
(GeV/c) .

m (X+7l ) (GeY)

FIG. 6. Search for D waves: (a) P- and D-wave interference
terms in the t channel at 11.85 GeV/c; (b) Sensitivity of
{p00 —

p& ~ ) to the presence of P -D interference terms.
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All measured polarization-dependent SDM elements are
nucleon-helicity-flip —nonflip interference terms. It is in-
structive to show their explicit form in terms of ampli-
tudes with definite naturality (2.7). With X=d o /
(dt dm) these relations read' ""
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FICx. 8. Normalized spin-density-matrix elements at 5.98
GeV/c as a function of the (m.+~ ) invariant mass I for
—t =0.2—0.4 {CxeV/c) . The arrows indicate the p mass.

(Ps +Pop+ 2P11)X=2Im(SpSI +LpL I + Up Ui +NON I )

(Ppp —Pii)& =lm(2LoL I
—Uo U NoN I ), —

Pi IX= Im(NON I
—Up U I ),

V2 Rept pX = Im( UOL I U1L p )

V'2 RePI, X= Im( UGS I
—UISII ),

Repo, X=1m(LOS I L iSp ) I—
—Impi IX=Im(NpUI +N, Up ),
W2 ImP IOX = Irn(NOL i +N i L p )

~21mPI, X =Im(NpSi +NiSp ) .

(5.1a)

(5.1b)

(5.1c)

The parameters (5.la) all have different nonzero values.
This means that at least two of the three nonflip ampli-
tudes Sp, Lp, Up("AI" exchange) are nonzero and have
phases different from the corresponding flip amplitudes
SI,LI, UI("17" exchange). The small but nonzero values
of parameters (5.1b) confirm this conclusion. These re-
sults invalidate the assumption of the complete absence of
3

~ exchange which was frequently made in the analyses
of ~~ production and m.m. scattering from unpolarized
data. Finally, the nonzero values of (5.1c) confirm the
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expectation that natural and unnatural exchange ampli-
tudes have different phases.

B. Normalized partial-wave cross sections
and recoil polarizations

While a complete separation of S- and P-wave contri-
butions require a full amplitude analysis' we will make
use in the following of the fact that six of the measured
SDM elements are simple linear combinations of the
moduli squared of the eight recoil transversity amplitudes
(RTA) defined in (2.8). We will work with normalized
RTA corresponding to 2:dcr/(d—tdm)=1 and define
normalized partial-wave cross sections and recoil polariza-
tions for amplitudes A =S,I., U, X as

From the six equations (5.3) and (5.4) we calculate' six
mixed normalized partial cross sections and recoil polari-
zations:

o(L)+ —,o.(S), o(U)+ —,a(S), o(N)+ —,cr(S),

r(L)+, ~(S), r(U)+ —,r(S), r(N—)+ ,
' r(S—) .

(5.5)

The results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 as a function of
—t in the p mass region. We observe the expected domi-
nance of [o(L)+—,o(S)] at small t and its rapid decrease
with t. For t

I
)0.5 the natural exchange contribution

dominates. We note a change of sign of [ r(N—)

+ (1/3)r{S)]near —t=0.5. We discuss this point in Sec.
V C.

To study in more detail the relative contribution of the
natural exchange amplitudes we examine the ratio

pj ( ————,[r(U)+r(N)] .

5.98 GeV/c

I I

11.85 GeV/c

Then we get

p„+poo+ 2p ~ &

——o (S)+ cr{L) +cr( U) +o (N),

poo —p(,
' o(L)——,

' [—o—.( U)+cr(N)],

p~ ~

————,[o ( U) —o (N)],

p,", +ppo+2pj) =~(S)+r(L)+r( U) r(N), —

pro —pj ) r(L ) —,[~( U——) —r(N—)],

(5.3)

(5.4)

cr(N) + —,o.(S)R= (5.6)
cr( U)+cr(L)+ —,cr(S)

This ratio does not depend on the choice of the s- or t-
channel helicity frame of reference. Close to the dipion
threshold I =0.28 GeV this ratio must approach R = —,.
Our results are shown in Fig. 11. Note that R ~ —,

' im-
plies cr(N) ~ —,

' [cr(L)+cr(U)]. For small t the ratio de-
creases with m. This is consistent with theoretical expec-
tations based on off-shell finite-energy sum rules defined
for amplitudes describing scattering of Reggeon
+particle~particle+particle. ' However at large t we
observe a peak in R (m) at the p mass which has not been
theoretically expected.
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FIG. 9. Three linear combinations of the normalized partial-
wave cross sections as a function of —t in the p mass region
m =0.720—0.820 GeV. Note that o.(S) and o.(N) are invariant
under transformation from the t-channel to the s-channel dipion
helicity frame of reference.
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FIG. 10. Three linear combinations of the normalized
partial-wave recoil polarizations as a function of —t in the p
mass region I=0.720—0.820 GeV.
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FIG. 11. The ratio of frame invariant components 2 and 8 of the cross section d'o/(dt dm) [Eq. . (5.10)] as a function of both —t
and the dipion invariant mass m at (a) 5.98 GeV/c and I'b} 11.85 GeV/c.

C. Bounds on moduli of recoil transversity amplitudes

ILI +-, lsf', IUI'+-,' fsf', INI'+-,' fsf',

II. f'+-, fs f',
I
Uf'+-,' fsl', INI'+-,' fsf'.

(5.7)

Equations (5.3) and (5.4) can also be solved in terms of
the following combinations of moduli squared of RTA:

Our results for (5.7) in both s- and t-channel dimeson hel-
icity frames are given in Ref. 14. Note that the ampli-
tudes S,S,X,X are invariant under s-to-t-channel crossing
transformations.

The results obtained for (5.7) can be taken as upper
bounds on moduli squared of P-wave RTA. The lower
bounds are obtained by subtracting from the terms in (5.7)
an upper bound on —, IS

I
or —,

' IS I
. In each (t, rn) bin

we calculate

(-,' Isl')„„„=Minf IL '+-,' Isl', IUI'+-,' Isl', IN I'+-,' Isl'I,
s and t

( —,
' Isl')„,„„™inIII. f'+ —,

' Isl', IUI'+ —,
' fsl', INI'+ —,

' Is
s and t

(5.8)

These bounds allow an immediate discussion of the struc-
ture of amplitudes in advance of detailed amplitude
analysis. The bounds at 5.98 GeV/c are presented in Fig.
12 and Fig. 13 showing their t dependence and m depen-
dence, respectively. The results at 11.85 GeV/c are simi-
lar. Only the mean values of the bounds are shown for
clarity. The essential features of the amplitudes discussed
below are valid within the statistical errors on the bounds
and are all confirmed by the exact amplitude analysis. '

Before we discuss our results for these bounds we note
that when

I
3

I & I
&

I
then both amplitudes Ao and A I

are nonzero and must have different phases. If
then one of the amplitudes Ao and 3, is

small or vanishing, or both amplitudes have the same
phase.

We first comment on the t dependence of the ampli-
tudes in the p resonance mass region (Fig. 12). The large
differences between

I
L

I
and

I
L

I
for —t & 0.6

(GeV/c) and between
I

U
I

and
I

U
I

for —t &0.6
(GeV/c ) indicate substantial contribution from the

I

"3&"-exchange amplitudes I.o and Uo with phases dif-
ferent from the "~"-exchange amplitudes I.

&
and U~.

However, for —t &0.6 (GeV/c) the amplitude Lo is ei-
ther small or it is in phase with the amplitude L ~. The
same conclusion holds true for the amplitude Uo for
—t &0.6 (GeV/c) . The large differences between

I
N

I

and
I
N

I
indicate that the "A2"-exchange amplitudes

No and Nr must have different structures.
The crossing of

I
N

I
and

I
N

I
near —t=045.

(GeV/c) [see Fig. 12(c)] is due to the change of sign of
Im(NoNI). We note that the data on polarization in
vr p +rjn at 7.85 GeV/c, —a reaction which proceeds by
pure A2 exchange, also show such a change of sign.
The construction of A2 exchange amplitudes from E%
and KX charge-exchange polarization data at 6 CxeV/c
produces a nonflip amplitude that vanishes near—t=0.45 (GeV/c) with the ReNo changing sign and
Imago having a double zero structure. The same con-
clusion was reached from a simultaneous analysis of
rr p~vr n, ~gn, and ~K n reactions at 6 GeV/c. We
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suggest that Np in m+n —+p P has the same structure. We
find a similar crossover' of

I
X

I
and

I
X

I
at 11.85

GeV/c. However, the CERN-Munich-Cracow ampli-
tudes at 17.2 GeV/c do not show this behavior in Ref. 6.

The mass dependence of the bounds in the region
—t =0.2—0.4 (GeV/c) shows interesting structures (Fig.
13). In general, the unnatural exchange amplitudes with
the transversity down are larger than those with the
transversity up in both channels. The opposite is true for
the natural exchange amplitudes: the transversity "up" is
the larger amplitude. In the narrow vicinity of the p
mass all I'-wave transversity-up amplitudes have a peak
while the transversity-down amplitudes show a dip. In
the s channel, this structure is less pronounced in the di-
pion helicity m =0 amplitudes

I
L

I

and
I
L

I

but it is
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FIG. 13. The m dependence of the lower and upper bounds
on the moduli squared of the normalized P-wave recoil transver-
sity amplitudes for —t =0.20—0.40 (GeV/e) at 5.98 GeV/e,
and the upper bounds for the normalized S-wave moduli
squal ed.
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FIG. 12. The t dependence of the lower and upper bounds on
the moduli squared of the normalized P-wave recoil transversity
amplitudes for m =0.720—0.820 GeV at 5.98 GeV/e. Also
shown are the upper bounds for the normalized S-wave ampli-
tudes.

evident in the amplitudes with dipion helicity m=+1.
The dip in

I
U

I
and

I
N

I
also shows up clearly when

the bounds are multiplied by the cross section
d o l(dt dm).

We conclude that the production of J= 1 m+m state
at the p mass proceeds via unnatural exchange with about
equal contributions from the amplitudes with transversi-
ties "up" and "down" (IL I =ILI and

I UI =IUI ).
This contrasts with the production via the natural ex-
change which is dominated by the transversity-"up" am-
plitude X while the transversity-"down" amplitude X is
small or zero.

The structures observed in the mass region 0.700—0.840
GeV show that the shape of the p peak in the spin-
averaged cross section d Ol(dt dm) . is not reproduced in
the moduli squared of individual amplitudes. These
structures are not due to p-co interference which concerns
a narrow mass interval of 0.770—0.800 GeV and leads to
effects of the order of the quoted errors. The structures
are statistically significant. Our statistics are large in this
kinematic region and the statistical errors are small. The
large dip in the s channel

I
U

I
and the t channel

I
L

I

are well established within two standard deviations (20.).
The peaks in the s-channel

I

U I, I
X

I

and the t
channel

I
L

I
are established within 1 5cr 2c.r —The .dip

in
I
X

I
at =0.780 GeV is certain only within lo because

of the overall small magnitude of this amplitude. Our
study' of the mass dependence in smaller bins of r

has shown that the conclusions presented here for
—t=0.2—0.4 (GeV/c) are most appropriate for the in-
terval —t =0.2—0.3 (GeV/c) .

In the following we restrict our discussion to the s
channel and examine the results in Fig. 13 in terms of nu-
cleon helicity nonflip and flip amplitudes (2.7)

2I ~ I'=
I
~o I'+

I
~i I'+2&1m(~o~i »

=
I ~o

I
+

I
/t i I

2E™(~o~i )

(5.9)

where @=+1 for A =S,L, U and e= —1 for A =X.
The relative magnitudes of

I
2

I
and I/I

I
imply that

the relative phase Ng =C gp —Ng ] between all amplitudes
/to and Ai is negative (sinC&z &0) except for 4&U at
m &0.6 GeV. The bounds show that the amplitudes I.p
and I.

&
are nearly in phase and at the p mass their phases

are equal. For the amplitudes Up and Ui the magnitude
of sind&U is large and the amplitudes are near 90' out of
phase. However their relative phase changes rapidly near
the p mass and at the p mass the amplitudes Up and U&

have the same phase. For the amplitudes Xp and Ni the
magnitude of sinN& is small outside the p range. How-
ever, their relative phase also changes rapidly near the p
mass and at the p mass the amplitudes Xp and Xi are
about 90' out of phase.

An alternative interpretation can be given in terms of
magnitudes of the amplitudes 3„, n =0, 1. The behavior
of

I
L

I
and

I
L

I
is consistent with an amplitude Lo

which is small for m (0.7, vanishes at the p mass and
becomes large for m )0.85. The behavior of

I
U

I
and

I
U

I
suggests that the amplitude Uo is large and out of

phase with U& except near the p mass where Up van-
ishes. This possibility would mean that the production of
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m+~ proceeds at the p mass via unnatural exchange
essentially with nucleon helicity flip: while the ampli-
tudes L& and U& resonate, the amplitudes Lo and Uo
vanish or are very small. At the same time the ampli-
tudes Ko and X~ both resonate, have about equal ampli-
tudes but are about 90' out of phase. It is also possible
that the two interpretations apply differently to the dipion
helicity I =0 amplitudes Lo and L& and to the m =+1
amplitudes Uo and UI. Our experiment cannot select be-
tween these various possibilities.

The m+m state crossing angle 7 between the s- and t-
channel helicity frames in the kinematic region of Fig. 13
is such that si~ is near 1 but sin2+ is still large. The re-
sults for the bounds in the t channel then suggest that the
relative phase between L and U amplitudes in the s chan-
nel is not large. This is confirmed in the detailed ampli-
tude analysis. '

Finally we note that the bounds on the normalized 5-
wave transversity amplitudes, when multiplied by the
cross section d o/(dr dm), do not exclude a possible S
wave resonance in the mass region 0.7 to 0.8 GeV.

V)

C

D

E

b 6—
CV

O

5.98 GeV/c

0.2 - 0.4 (GeV/c)

D. Shape of the p peak in the physical region of t

The structures in the mass dependence of the recoil
transversity amplitudes manifest themselves as differences
in the shape of the p peak in the measured helicity-frame
invariant components of the cross section

0
0.3

C
+

0.5
I

0.7

m (1/+VI ) (GeV)

0,9

3 =[a.(N)+ ,
' cr(S)]d —cr/(dt dm),

B=[cr(L)+o(U)+ ', o(S)]d—cr.l(dt dm) .

We also define

I(a) =o(a)d cr/(dt dm), a =S,L, U, N.

(5.10)

(5.11)

FIG. 14. The rn dependence of frame-invariant components
3 and B of the cross section d o /(dt dm) [Eq. (5.10)] at {a) 5.98
CieV/c and (b) 11.85 GeV/c. In order to emphasize the differ-
ence in shape and position of the p peak the histograms for the
two components are normalized to the same area. The cross in-
dicates the standard p (Ref. 27) at the pion pole.

To evaluate (5.10) and (5.11) we used the approximate
values of the cross section shown in Fig. 5. We find that
at all values of t and at both energies, 3 presents a p
peak which is narrower by 10 to 20% and shifted toward
lower masses by 10 to 15 MeV with respect to B (see Fig.
14). The ratio of the two components in a given bin is an
exact result of our analysis whereas the relative normali-
zation of different bins is only approximate. The effect is
due to the P wave and not to the 5 wave. This is verified
by looking at

B—2A =I(L)+I ( U) 2I (N), —

which shows the mass dependence as expected from Fig.
14.

The statistical significance of the effect is shown best
by examining in the s channel the differences

I(N) I(U) =2pt, d cr/(dt d—m),
(5.12)

I( U) I(L)= I [cr( U)+ —,
' cr(S)]—[—cr(L)+ —,cr(S)] I

Xd o./(drdm) .

The mass dependence of I(U) I(N) is presented in Fig. —
15(a). It confirms that the p is wider in I(U) than in
I(N). The mass dependence of I(U) I(L) is shown in—

I(N) — I (0)

c 0

ct5

—-2
ctj

E
O

2
D

I (U)—
-t = 02

o

(b)

0
o II

i

0,4

-2
I I I

0.6 0.8 1.0
m (K+ K ) (GeV)

FICs. 15. The nz dependence of the difference between indivi-
dual P-wave cross sections given directly by the measured ob-
servables; (a) X(N) —I( U) and (b) I( U) —I(L). The curves
show the spin-averaged cross section d 0. /(dt dm) in the same
intervals of (a) —t =0.2—0.4 and (b) —t =0.2—0.3 (GeV/c),
respectively.
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Fig. 15(b). At —t =0.2—0.3 where the contributions
from the L and U amplitudes are about equal, this differ-
ence changes sign at m =0.770 GeV. This means that the

p peak in I(U) is shifted toward lower masses compared
to I(L).

To understand qualitatively these differences in the po-
sition and shape of the p peak let us consider any P-wave
recoil transversity amplitude A (s, t, m ) as a function of
the complex dipion mass z. In the real mass vicinity of
the p complex pole z =I —i y we ean write

R(s, t,zp)
A(s, t, m )= +Q(s, t, m ),—zP

(5.13)

where R(s, t,zz) is the pole residue and Q(s, t, m ) is the
background analytic near z&. The pole residue can be fac-
torized R =F(s, t,z& )f(z& ) where F and f are amplitudes
for m+n ~p p and p ~vr+m, respectively. The residues
R modulate the width of the resonance peak in each
transversity amplitude. The interference of the pole with
the background term could produce the small shifts in the
apparent position of the p peak discussed above. In con-
trast to the amplitudes F(s, t,zz), the dynamical content of
the background contributions is much less understood,
e.g., in terms of Regge exchanges or coherent contribu-
tions from competing processes leading to m+n p final
state.""

%'e conclude that the determination of the p resonance
parameters from production cross-section data alone is
difficult not only because the p resonance is not narrow
(see "Note on the p mass and width" in Ref. 27). The
averaging over the spin amplitudes introduces additional
uncertainties which are process dependent and vary with s
and t.

VI. SUMMARY

In a single experiment with a transversely polarized
neutron target we measured reaction m+n~~+~ p and
determined average values of 14 spin-density-matrix ele-
ments in small (t, m) bins at 5.98 and 11.85 GeV/c in-
cident momentum. The measurement investigated the re-
gion t=0. 1—1.0 (—GeV/c) and m =0.36—1.04 GeV.
Possible D-wave contribution was found to be small with
the exceptions described in Sec. IV B. The three spin-
density-matrix elements which determine the relative
phases between the natural and unnatural exchange ampli-
tudes of the same transversity were obtained with large
statistical errors due to the geometry of the apparatus.

Equations (5.5) and (5.7) relate the measured observ-
ables to linear combinations of moduli squared of recoil
transversity amplitudes. %'e used them to eonstruet
bounds on the moduli of the P-wave amplitudes. The
basic features of these bounds are necessarily common to
the two solutions obtained in a more detailed amplitude
analysis presented in Ref. 13.

Our results on the t dependence in the p mass range
show that, in contrast to the region of very small t, the
contributions to the m+~ production other than ~ ex-
change are rapidly becoming comparable to the +-
exchange contribution and even larger as

~

t
~

increases.
We find clear evidence for 2& exchange in all 5- and P-
wave nucleon helicity-nonflip amplitudes. The natural-

spin-parity A2-exchange amplitudes dominate at —t )0.5
(GeV/c ) . The crossover of

~

X
~

and
(
X

~

at—t 0.45 (GeV/c) is also seen in Az-exchange ampli-
tudes at 6 GeV/c in an amplitude analysis of SU(3)-
related reactions.

Our study of the mass dependence in the region—t =0.2—0.4 (GeV/c) provides new and interesting in-
formation. In general, the unnatural exchange amplitudes
with transversity down are larger than those with
transversity up. The opposite is true for the natural ex-
change amplitudes. All P-wave transversity-up ampli-
tudes show a peak at the p mass. The s-channel
trans versity-down amplitudes for the dipion helicities
m =+1 show a clear dip at the p mass. In terms of the
nucleon-hehcity-nonflip and -flip amplitudes A„, n =0, 1,
our data on mass dependence confirm the presence of
3 j -exchange amplitudes. The amplitude Uo is particu-
1arly large. The amplitude L, o is small or close in phase to
I.&. The data also show that the relative phases
4=@0—4&, are such that sin@&0 for all amplitudes Ao
and A~, except at m(m+~ ) &0.6 GeV for the ampli-
tudes Uo and U~ where sin&&0.

In the range —t=0.2—0.4 (GeV/c) the resonance p
is produced by unnatural and natural exchanges, but in
different spin-dependent manners. At the p mass, the
unnatural exchange amplitudes with transversities up and
down contribute in equal amounts, while the production
by natural exchange proceeds entirely with transversity
up. The rapid changes of moduli of RTA for dipion heli-
cities m =+1 ( U and 1V) near the p mass were not seen in
previous experiments. They could be due to rapid changes
of the relative phases 4=+0—4 &. Alternatively, the am-
plitude Uo could vanish and

~
Xo

~

=
~
X&

~

but 90' out of
phase at the p mass. We also observe variations in the
width and apparent position of the p peak in the P wave-
arnplitudes. This can be explained qualitatively by the
width modulating effect of the pole residues and the in-
terference with background terms, respectively. Varia-
tions in the apparent position and width of the p-mass
peak had been observed previously in the reaction
m+p~m+~ p at lower energies and have been interpreted
as interference with background from nucleon diffraction
dissociation.

In this range of —t from 0.2 to 0.4 (GeV/c) the upper
bound for the S-wave contribution near the p mass is of
the order of 30% of the cross section. The mass depen-
dence of the bounds on

~

S
~

and
~

S
~

cannot exclude
the possibility of an S-wave resonance in the region
m =0.7 to 0.8 GeV (Ref. 28). A detailed discussion of
this subject is presented in Ref. 13. We note that theoreti-
cal models concerning gluonic mesons (glueballs) seem to
agree that the scalar state decaying into m+m should be
the lightest state with a possible mass as low as 0.5 GeV
(Ref. 29). The detailed experimental study of the S-wave
is clearly of great interest.

The theoretical understanding of the mass dependence
of the exchange mechanism in production processes has
been scant due to the lack of data that can be obtained
only in polarization experiments. Our results suggest that
dedicated polarization experiments could be very reward-
ing in revealing new information.
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The complete results of this experiment and the associ-
ated amplitude analysis' are available on request in the
form of numerical tables. '

Note added in proof. A detailed study of the S-wave
amplitudes in the amplitude analysis of rrN~m. +m N
measurements on polarized targets at 6, 12, and 17.2
GeV/c revealed a new resonance with a mass of =750
MeV and width =100 MeV. This 0++ (750) meson is

best understood as the lowest-mass 0++ (gg) gluonium
state.""
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